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MEGA MENU

What

A mega menu (a big, 2-dimensional drop-down panel) groups 
navigation options to eliminate scrolling and use typography, 
icons, and tool tips to explain users’ choices. Also the main 
menu.

Used When

While they certainly aren’t appropriate for every site, mega 
menus can create a great navigation experience for a user when 
done well.

Why

Mega menus are large navigation panels that typically drop 
down or fly out from a global nav bar. Mega menus became 
popular for providing infinitely nested menus or, in the worst 
cases, micro sites for each menu. These create complexity issues 
for uses are particularly hard to navigate without fine pointers. 
It’s important not to make people scavenger hunt for what they 
are looking for.

How

Mega drop-downs are inherently temporary and go away on 
their own when users move the pointer to another top-level 
option or to a “regular” part of the screen. Simplify the menu 
structure, especially when it comes to heavily nested mega 
menus that go three or even four levels deep. Guide users with 
more clicks for a more natural flow. With a confusing or complex 
menu, people often resort to searching or just give up. Instead, 

steer people in the right direction based on their needs.
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MAIN NAVIGATION

What

Users need to know where they can find what they are looking 
for. Place an always visible menu at a fixed position on the page. 
Support this main menu with additional navigation tools. Also 
known as hamburger menu in this case.

Use When
All sites need some form of main navigation.

Why

The site’s main navigation is the main way to make the 
information accessible for your users. The navigation helps users 
to go through the information structure of the site and tells 
them where they are and where they can go. That experience 
will ‘educate’ users about the structure of the site and help them 
to be more effective in their activities. 

How

There are dozens of ways to design the main navigation for 
your site. However, the most common ones are the Horizontal 
Menu and Vertical Menu or Inverted L Menu. The choice for a 
particular navigation system must be based on the information 
architecture for the site. When choosing a navigation type 
its benefits and its limitations must be balanced with the 
constraints on the information architecture, other page elements 

and visual constraints. 
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ICON TRAY/MENU

What

Users need so make a selection out of a limited set of items. 
Allow users to select a menu item by selecting an image and 
display the label in a fixed location. 

Used When

The space for the menu is limited or when icons can be used 
effectively. 

Why

This type of menu emphasizes icons while it is at the same time 
very compact. Especially in special circumstances with limited 
screen-space, e.g. mobile phone menus, this can create very 
effective menus.

How

The icons are lined-up or placed into a convenient configuration 
(e.g. 3 by 3 or next to each other). Users can move the focus or 
mouse-pointer over these icons. The icon that is selected will be 
visually shown distinct from the others. While an icon is selected 
the label is shown in the ‘label-area’ which is usually above or 
below the icons. 
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BREADCRUMBS
What

The users need to know where they are in a hierarchical 
structure and navigate back to higher levels in the hierarchy. 
Show the hierarchical path from the top level to the current 
page and make each step clickable

Used When

Sites with a large hierarchical information structure, typically 
more than 3 levels deep. Such sites are medium to large sized 
and include E-commerce Site, catalogs, Portal Site, Corporate 
Site etc. The site has got some type of Main Navigation that 
allows users to traverse the hierarchy. Users may want to jump 
several steps back instead of following the hierarchy. Users may 
be unfamiliar with the hierarchical structure of the information.

Why

The bread crumbs show the users where they are and how 
the information is structured. Because users see the way the 
hierarchy is structured they can learn it more easily. By making 
each label a link, the users can quickly browse up the hierarchy.

How

The path shows the location of the current page in the total 
information structure. Each level of the hierarchy is labeled and 
functions as a link to that level. The current page is marked in 
order to give the users feedback about where they are now and 
should not be a link. Don’t use the current page name in the 
breadcrumb as the only way to show section title, add a title 
anyway. 
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ACCORDION MENU

What

User needs to navigate among a website’s main sections while 
still being able to quickly browse to the subsection of another.

Used When

You want the benefits of a normal sidebar menu, but do not 
have the space to list all options. More than 2 main sections on a 
website each with 2 or more subsections and less than 10 main 
sections. Two levels to show in the main navigation.

Why

Accordion menus are often used as a website’s main navigation. 
In this way, it acts much like Navigation Tabs, as menu items are 
collapsed when a new panel is clicked. Where the Navigation 
Tabs are most often used horizontally, Accordion menus are 
most often used vertically. Accordion menus can however also 
function quite well as sub-navigation for a specific section of a 
website.

How

Accordion menus are often used as a website’s main navigation. 
In this way, it acts much like Navigation Tabs, as menu items are 
collapsed when a new panel is clicked. Where the Navigation 
Tabs are most often used horizontally, Accordion menus are 
most often used vertically. Accordion menus can however also 
function quite well as sub-navigation for a specific section of a 
website.
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SHORTCUT BOX

What

Users want to access specific functionality in a direct way. Let 
users select important locations from a combobox. Also knows 
as shortcut drop down.

Used When

The site has a “normal” navigation but there are several 
locations in the site that are often used by users. These are 
not necessarily related to each other in different ways than 
frequency of use. Sometimes those pages reside on the second 
or third level because of a logical structuring while at the same 
time, they need to be accessible easily. 

Why

Normal navigation has a “one-size-fits-all” character. However, 
in specific situations there are locations that are visited so often 
that you want to speed up the access to those locations. The 
shortcut box allows visitors to reach such locations very directly. 

How

Add a combobox on a fixed location of the page and fill it will 
link locations. When selected the users are taken immediately to 
the location. 
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SEARCHING
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SEARCH AUTO 
COMPLETE 

What

The user wants to enter a label that is part of a large set. 
Suggest possible label names as users are typing

Used When

Naturally, auto-complete is always part of a Form. Usually as 
part of a Search Box or web-based email editors. It is also often 
used by Airline booking pages where the destination needs 
to be selected. In all cases, the set of possible values and the 
potential values can help the user to do their task quicker. 

Why

Instead of having to rely on memory entirely, auto-complete 
helps users to locate the desired item in less steps than would 
be needed to enter the entire label. 

How

As soon as the users have entered the first character, the 
application starts creating matches with the whole set. Those 
matches are then directly shown underneath the edit box. The 
user can select the desired value once it has been spotted by 
using the cursor and enter keys. 
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TABLE FILTER

What

The user wants to narrow down the search results shown in a 
table by specific columns.

Used When

You have a very large data set of results that is too large to 
show in one page,  one or more table columns can easily be 
summarized into categories to filter by

Why

Adding filters to your tables lets the user reduce the amount of 
items shown. Filters help narrow down search results, letting the 
user find more accurate results.

How

Provide dropdown inputs that present the categories by which 
the user can filter the data set by. Once the user selects a 
category and clicks “Filter” or something similar (when the 
user submits the form), the same data set is shown, but only 
with rows that belongs to the category selected. Optionally, 
multiple filters can be added. If this solution is chosen, you 
must be aware to update the categories of each dropdown box 
accordingly when one category is selected – as the selecting 
values in one category might reduce the options left in another.
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LIVE FILTER

What

The user wishes to specify a search by different categories to 
narrow down results

.Used When

When search results can be so plentiful that getting an overview 
of all results will last a lifetime
Use when search results can be categorized into filters: the 
search most be contextual.
Do not use when your search is not easily categorized into filters

.Why

Using the live filter pattern moves the search from a monologue 
to a conversation. The user can progressively remove what they 
don’t need step by step and receive feedback immediately.

How

Present the user with a list filter categories, and let the user 
filter these by inserting input in text boxes, choosing options in 
dropdown boxes or even through checkboxes or radiobuttons. 
Whenever the user makes a change to any of the input fields, 
the results are automatically updated.
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FOOTER SITE MAP

What

The users need to find a specific page. Show a set of 
categorized links in the footer of every page The users need to 
find a specific page. Also known as Fat footer.

Used When

On any site with at least 2 levels of content it. In particular when 
the site is medium-sized so that there are locations that user ma 
often want to get to.

Why

The footer of every page is an area that is normally not heavily 
used. By putting sets of useful links in there users that have 
scrolled down the page can quickly move on to where-ever 
they have to go to. In addition, if it is not a literal sitemap but 
shortcuts instead they can be used to provide shortcuts to often 
used placed, regardless of where they are in the sitemap. In a 
way, the footer sitemap is similar to having a Shortcut Box on 
every page.

How

Add a small version of a Site Map to the Footer Bar. It does not 
have to be a sitemap exactly. It could also be an alternative 
set of categorized links, like Linked In is doing. It allows for a 
different organization than the main site’s structure. Can be also 
combined with Breadcrumbs just like Apple is doing. 
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GETTING INPUT
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LOGIN

What

The users need to identify themselves so that stored data 
about/of them can be used in the process they are in. When 
needed, ask the users to login using a combination of an 
email-address and a password 

Used When

When users frequently return to a site that uses large amounts 
of data about or belonging to the users, it is convenient to 
have users enter that information once and use it again for 
future visits to the site. Usually the information that is stored 
is personal information and can include name, age, gender, 
shipping addresses, stock portfolio, bank account numbers and 
credit card numbers. In order to be able to access their data, 
users must complete their Registration first. 

Why

Users do not like to be bothered with login procedures. Only 
if they believe they have a reason to return frequently and the 
benefits of registering are clear, they will actually register. Even 
so, they should only be asked to do so when it is absolutely 
necessary. This also facilitates browsing and exploring the site 
without commitments. Using a combination of the email address 
as the username and password makes it possible to email users 
their password when they loose it, and relieves them from 
remembering again another login name. 

How

The login screen usually starts with a statement that the user needs 
to log in, including a solid reason that should motivate the user to do 
so. If that statement requires elaboration, provide a link to a help text. 
Then the username and password fields are shown. Users can use the 
TAB key to go from the username field to the password field and press 
ENTER instead of selecting the “Log in” button. A link to help users 
who have forgotten their password must be displayed directly under 
the password field.
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INPUT FEEDBACK

What

The user has entered data into the system and expects to 
receive feedback on the result of that submission.

Used When

You want to provide feedback to the user upon submitting 
content to your site, You want to notice your users about errors 
that happened during form submission or when you want to let 
your users know that everything went as planned upon content 
submission.

Why

Data entered in web forms is prone to contain errors, which we 
must be prepared for in our design. The user must be made 
aware of the fact that the data entered did not match the 
structure that we designed for. Using visually distinct feedback 
notices, the user will be made aware of such errors and how to 
correct them.

How

The visual representation of the input feedback should 
correspond with the message you want to give. If the 
submission went successfully, consider letting the user know in a 
green box. If the message is neutral, a color often used is yellow. 
If something went wrong, red is often used. But beware – red 
means danger.
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RATINGS

What

The user wants rate an object she knowledge about. Present a 
rating next to the product and the option to rate it

Used When

In any site that deals with particular objects that are offered 
on the site and where users discuss, use or buy the objects. 
Typically such a site is a site with consumer goods such as 
cameras, movies, songs, hotels, holiday locations but also more 
virtual things such as news items, code samples, tutorials, 
articles and so on. In someway or another, when the site has 
a social aspect to it, rating may be applicable. Typically a 
E-commerce Site 

Why

The Rate Content pattern promotes community participation 
and can assist you in parting out good quality content from 
bad quality content. This is especially useful when your website 
relies on user submitted content.

Rating content is about handling risk from the user’s point of 
view. Will a user on eBay cheat me or is a book on amazon 
worthwhile my time and money?

How

This pattern is much like the Vote To Promote pattern. It differs 
from the Vote To Promote pattern by having different end 
means. The end means is to allow users to guide other users 

about what is good and bad rather than to promote what is interesting. 
Consider making your rating system multi-dimensional, or simply be clear 
about what exactly is being rated.
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BASIC INTERACTIONS
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ACTION BUTTONS

What

Users need to take important action that is relevant in the 
current context of the page they are viewing. They must be 
made aware of the importance of the action in relation to other 
actions on the page or site. Use push-button with the action 
‘verb’ as part of the label.

Used When

Actions are typically taken on a Product Page or any result or 
overview pages such as found in a Product Advisor or Search 
Results. It holds for all of these that the users are looking at the 
display of an object of interest on which they intend to take and 
important action. Typically actions like “buy”, “bid”, “search”, 
“add to cart” etc. These action are typically important because 
they are part of the main task sequence that is relevant on the 
page. 

Why

The main reason for using action buttons is that because of 
their visual appearance, they get more attention and become 
visually distinct from normal text links. This is what is needed for 
important tasks such as “buy”, “sell” etc. 

How

Place the push-button very near to the object(s) it belongs 
to. Quite often, the best places are above and to the right of 
the item itself. That way, you are can be sure that the button is 

visible without scrolling. Buttons used on a Form are an exception to this and 
the button is placed at the right-bottom location. When buttons are used in lists, 
e.g. in a List Builder, buttons are often both above AND below the list of items. 
green box. If the message is neutral, a color often used is yellow. If something 
went wrong, red is often used. But beware – red means danger.
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PAGINATION

What

The user needs to view a subset of sorted data that is not easily 
displayed on one page.

Used When

When there is more data than what is comfortably fitted into 
one screen, the dataset is ordered into amount of interest (that 
usually means newest first)Do not use when you don’t want the 
user to pause for navigating to the next page. 

Why

Pagination provides the user with a natural break from reading 
or scanning the contents of the dataset, and allows them to 
reevaluate whether they wish to continue looking through 
more data, or navigate away from the page. This is also why 
pagination controls are most often placed below the list: to 
provide the user with an option to continue reading through the 
larger dataset.

How

Break the complete dataset of items into smaller sequential 
parts and show these on separate sequential pages. Provide 
pagination control to browse from page to page. Let the user 
browse to the previous and next pages by providing links to 
such actions. Also, provide links to the absolute start and end of 
the dataset (first and last).
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WIZARD 

What

The user wants to achieve a single goal which consists of 
multiple dependable sub-tasks, also known as steps left.

Used When

A non-expert user needs to perform an infrequent complex 
task consisting of several subtasks where decisions need to be 
made in each subtask. The number of subtasks must be small 
e.g. typically between ~3 and ~10. The user wants to reach the 
overall goal but may not be familiar or interested in the steps 
that need to be performed. The task can be ordered but are not 
always independent of each other i.e. a certain task may need to 
be finished before the next task can be done. To reach the goal 
several steps need to be taken but the exact steps required may 
vary because of decisions made in previous steps. 

Why

The navigation buttons suggest the users that they are 
navigating a path with steps. Each task is presented in a 
consistent fashion enforcing the idea that several steps are 
taken. The task sequence informs the user at once which steps 
will need to be taken and where the user currently is. The 
learnability and memorability of the task are improved but it 
may have a negative effect of the performance time of the task. 
When users are forced to follow the order of tasks, users are less 
likely to miss important things and will hence make fewer errors. 

How

When the complex task is started, the user is informed about the goal 
that will be achieved and the fact that several decisions are needed. The 
user can go to the next task by using a navigation widget (for example a 
button or some other form of Paging mechanism). If the user cannot start 
the next task before completing the current one, feedback is provided 
indicating the user cannot proceed before completion (for example by 
disabling a navigation widget). The user is also able to revise a decision 
by navigating back to a previous task. Pagination control to browse from 
page to page. Let the user browse to the previous and next pages by 
providing links to such actions. Also, provide links to the absolute start 
and end of the dataset (first and last).
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DEALING WITH DATA
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THUMBNAIL
What

The user needs to get an overview of multiple pictures without 
having to download each of the full size images.

Used When

You want to allow fast browsing through multiple images. The 
visitor must get an impression of the image, movie or page, so 
the visitor can decide if he/she wants to see the original sized 
page, movie or image. It saves download time and screen space. 
Thumbnails are for example used in an Image Browser. 

Why

Using thumbnails provides the user with an overview of several 
images or movies in the space of one web page. Thumbnails 
further save bandwidth as the user does not have to click 
through all images to find the one he or she is looking for, but 
can be guided by the teasers provided by the thumbnails.

How

A thumbnail is a miniature display of an image, movie or 
page. Clicking on the thumbnail will allow the user to view the 
image, movie or page at full scale. It could be useful to write 
a description of the image, movie or page next to, or below 
the thumbnail. The description could for example exist of what 
could be seen, the file size and the size in pixels. 
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MODULE TAB

What

The user needs to browse through a series of tabs without 
refreshing the page.

Used When

When there is not enough space on the website to show all of 
the content inside all tabs or if such a listing is irrelevant. When 
there are more than 2 sections and less than 8-10 sections 
depending on the length of each section name. Also when 
section names are relatively short. Use when the content of each 
tab can be viewed separate from each other, and not in context 
of each other.

Why

Navigation tabs lends itself from the physical metaphor of a 
folders in a file-cabinet and is thus familiar to the user. Module 
Tabs provide an easy way to show large amounts of similar 
structured data parted by categories. Tabs place the content 
area of the tabs into a context as the selected tab has been 
highlighted.

How

Do not use when the content inside each pane would function 
just as well in its own separate page. Present the content of one 
tab inside a box. Place a horizontal bar on top of the content 
area with links representing tabs. Refrain from having more than 
one line of links in the top horizontal tab bar. Only one content 
area should be visible at a time Maintain the same structure of 

the top horizontal tab bar after a new tab has been clicked. If possible, 
the page is not refreshed when a tab is clicked.
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COLLAPSIBLE PANELS
What

Users need to access information or functionality but they only 
need in under certain (temporal) circumstances. Create panels 
that can be opened or closed independently of each other

Used When

When a lot of data or a lot of functionality is available, users 
typically only need a certain subset at any given moment. In 
order to keep the screen clean, it is preferred to show only the 
core information or functionality, and hide the rest but make it 
available on demand. Hence, Collapsible Panels are often used 
in a Web-based Application. If Tabs are used the amount of 
screenspace will typically be large which may lead to awkward 
pages. 

Why

Basically Collapsible Panels are similar to a Accordion but now 
with the possibility to keep entire sections open. Details On 
Demand shows only information regarding one item, Collapsible 
Panels can be seen as an extension to hide and show larger 
chunks of information or functionality. Collapsible Panels are 
very space efficient as they are no larger than they have to be. 

How

Stack several panels on top of each other and give each panel 
a label. The label should be clickable and toggles between 
the expanded and collapsed states of the panel. In order to 
make this behavior clear to the users, an arrow pointing to the 
right (collapsed state) or down (expanded state) can be used.
process. 
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CAROUSEL

What

The user needs to select an item out of a set of items. Show the 
items by their visual representation in a circular fashion so that 
one item can be selected at a time. 

Used When

The items need considerable space to display, usually because 
the are displayed as an image. At the same time the space for 
the items is limited. Typically only enough for 5-8 items. The 
set of items shouldn’t be to large because otherwise it takes to 
long to select the item. Do not use for more than 3x times the 
amount of items that are visible at one time. Can be part of an 
Image Browser 

Why

The carousel only takes up small space on the screen, why it 
allows you to let the user scroll through many list items without 
scrolling up or down. As the two arrows indicate that there 
are more items than what is shown now available, the user 
has a tendency to keep exploring while he or she has browsed 
through all the images. This carousel pattern can in this way be 
used as an extra incentive for the user to browse through all 
items of the list, as we as humans do not feel comfortable by 
not being aware of the “full picture”.

How

Align all items horizontally or vertically so that a ‘strip’ of items 
is created. Then show only some items of the strip and hide all 

the others. Place arrow buttons at both ends of the strip so that the user 
can move the visible area. Highlight the one that is currently selected. 
In order to improve usability make each item selectable and move the 
strip so that the selected item is in the middle. Also support keyboard 
navigation. Use some animation to make the sliding effect of the strip 
look nice. 
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SLIDE SHOW

What

The user needs to skim through stories without scrolling or any 
other unnecessary mouse movements.

Used When

When you need to tease multiple stories, but want to save 
screen real estate, when you want to direct users’ attention 
toward stories that you have highlighted. Allow users to skim 
several stories without scrolling, doing any other mouse 
movements, or use any other input devise.

Why

Slideshows highlight several different stories on the same 
screen real estate. They allow users to quickly skim through 
stories without scrolling, moving the mouse or in any other way 
use navigation options. Users at the same time save attention 
as they don’t have to concentrate on navigation but at the same 
time calls for attention every time the slideshow switches to a 
new image. Slideshows focus users’ attention sharply on the 
content instead of interacting with the browser.

How

A slideshow shows several stories with images, one at a time. 
After a specific set time interval one story is replaced by 
another – often with an animated transition.
Do not use if you want users to view all stories at the same time.
Beware of over-usage and combination with other animations, 
which can lead to making a website seem too busy and 
attention-demanding.
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IMAGE ZOOM

What

The user wants to zoom in on an image to view the details in a 
higher image resolution.

Used When

When the image size you normally show images in is not in high 
enough resolution to for the user to grasp the details in the 
image, full-sized and detailed versions of a all images takes up 
more bandwidth than you’re interested in sharing.

Why

By providing a zoom functionality, a user can zoom into just one 
area of the image that he or she is interested in. The user is in 
this way not bothered with the details of uninteresting parts of 
an image.

How

Provide a mechanism that allows the user to zoom an image 
to view its details. From a server point of view, an important 
goal is not to per-load high resolution images before they are 
requested. This will help save bandwidth. Provide graphics or 
text that calls to action about zooming in on the image; a bare 
image will not suggest zoom functionality to the user.
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SHOPPING
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PRODUCT PAGE

What

The user need to know details about a product in order to make 
a purchase decision or satisfy a need for support.

Used When

Use to display information about a product in a webshop, on a 
manufacturer / brand website, product comparison website, or 
other product centric websites.
Use to display product about a physical product available for 
purchase.

Why

Converting interested visitors into paying customers is your 
biggest aim. Design your product pages with the purpose of 
persuading users to make the decision to buy one or more of 
the products you are selling.

How

Present a given product and group related information into 
chunks. Optionally provide links to other relevant products. 
On all investigated product pages four design elements were 
present: Product title, Main picture of product, Price
“Add to cart”, “Place order” or “Buy” button

Furthermore, the following elements were used when they made 
sense:

Sales price (often in red and with original price crossed out)
Detail images,Product variants (size, color, etc.), Product variant pictures 
(especially regarding color or different patterns), Availability (amount in 
stock), Delivery time, Quantity input form, “Add to wishlist”/“Favorite” 
button, Zoom function, Short description, Longer description, Product 
specifications/details, Label (“Bestseller”, “Only few left”, “Recycled 
materials”, etc.), SKU (Stock Keeping Unit) or other form of product id.
Special offers (Buy this product + another for $xxx,buy 2 for less, etc.)
Support info – often with phone number or support email address
“Custumize” button, Share on social media buttons (Facebook, Digg, 
StumbleUpon, etc.)
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PURCHASE PROCESS

What

Users want to purchase an already selected product. Present 
users with the purchase steps 
 
Used When

The site allows purchasing of goods, typically a E-commerce 
Site but it can also a site that happens to sell products as well 
such as a Museum Site. A purchase can also be part of larger 
tasks such as a Booking. 

Why

First time customers or infrequent customers are best helped 
with a Wizard that allows the to complete the purchase in 
small steps. Returning customers usually use the same shipping 
address and same credit-card. Therefore the process can 
be more efficiently done in only one overview screen with a 
‘purchase’ button. 

How

In order to purchase the products in the cart they need to 
select the checkout action. The checkout is a five step Purchase 
Process with the following tasks:
Identify they client
Select shipping address and special options
Select payment method
See overview of the entire order
Confirm and place order
Receive confirmation by email

The users can abort the checkout procedure at any step. When users 
retry the checkout later, they start again at the first task. Consider a 
Wizard to guide the user through these tasks while minimizing the 
number of web pages used. However, a wizard is not always needed for 
just a purchase. Often sites ask for details that are not strictly necessary 
to process the order. In many cases, all of the order information may 
easily fit on one page and hence eliminating the need for a wizard. 
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SHOPPING CART

What

The user wants to buy multiple products, which is collected over 
time through a shopping session.

Used When

A site where users can browse through products and buy them. 
Users are not very frequent buyers and are possibly novices. 
For returning customers, consider a ONE-CLICK SHOPPING 
system. Users may buy more than one product. Users may 
want to select products now but pay later. Users may decide to 
purchase somewhere else at any time 

Why

The shopping cart is a very well known and international 
metaphor. This pattern allows users to gather all products 
first and pay for them all at once and whenever they want. 
By showing the total costs including shipping the users 
know exactly what they will have to pay when they decide to 
purchase. The checkout procedure using a Wizard helps users to 
accomplish the actual purchase with all possible assistance. 

How

A shopping cart is a collection of selected products that the 
user can choose to add more products to or remove products 
from. Whenever a product is presented, a complimenting button 
lets the user add the respective product to the product cart. The 
cart can be expected at any time in detail by clicking on a “show 

cart” link. When the user chooses to checkout, he is presented with a final 
list of items on the order, as well as options as to how he or she wants to 
pay (credit card, wire transfer or cash on delivery).
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STORE LOCATER

What

Users need to find a (physical) store close to a specific location.
Allow users to ‘search’ for a store and show the results on a map 
 
Used When

You are designing a site for an organization that has physical 
stores associated with it. It does not have to be a ‘store’ 
but could also be a different department or office of that 
organization. Typically you find a store locater on E-commerce 
Site, Corporate Site, Automotive Site or Museum Site. Using a 
store locater requires that there are a large number of stores to 
be found, otherwise it is better to simply list the stores. 

Why

This pattern is a special version of the advanced search where 
users can only look for locations. This affects the search 
interface part and the way results are displayed. 

How

A store locater is a specific sort of Advanced Search where 
you are specifically looking for stores, probably in a certain 
area. Displaying the Search Results is usually done using a Map 
Navigator with the store marked as the points of interest. Details 
about the location of the stores are displayed in text next to the 
map. The search interface part is also preferably displayed again 
so that users can adjust their query easily and run a new search.
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COUPON

What

You want to attract your users to conduct a purchase of one of 
your products

Used When

Use when you want to create special attention around a specific 
product or service
Use when you want to give your customers an incentive to 
commit to a purchase of one of your products or services
Use when you want to advertise a discount to a specific group 
of people or advertise to a target group of users by for instance 
posting a coupon code in a forum or printing a coupon code in 
a magazine.

Why

Using coupons codes to attract customers to buy a merchants 
product builds on the customer’s assumption that the offer is 
short lived, why action must be taken soon in order not to loose 
the psychological gain given by receiving the coupon code. 
Another benefit of Coupon codes its traceability. Marketeers 
can branch out different codes to find out which campaign 
generated the most leads.

How

Create a field specifically for entering a coupon / promotional 
code. Entering a code gives the customer a certain amount of 
discount depending on what code has been entered. On the 
merchants side, a number of different codes can be constructed 

in order to 1) measure where your customers come from and have heard 
of you and 2) allow different discount rates for different groups.
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SOCIAL
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COLLECTIBLE 
ACHIEVEMENTS
What

Some users respond to opportunities of winning and collecting 
awards that in turn can be displayed to other community 
members.

Used When

When you want to make your users explore parts of your 
product or service that might not otherwise appeal to them. To 
make your users use all parts of your product or service and in a 
manner you intended. Promote certain parts of your product or 
service. Give your users an opportunity to differentiate oneself 
from or assimilate to the community.

Why

As the user collects achievements, he or she invests time in 
the community and builds up a history. This history with your 
site creates a barrier for the user to leaving, as what has been 
built up will be lost upon quitting. Translating the investment 
into visible collectible achievements helps the user to build and 
emotional bond the community that will reward you plentifully 
in traffic and loyalty.

How

Reward users for certain kinds of behavior; for reaching 
specifically defined goals within the community.
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FOLLOW

What

The user wants to track and keep up to date with activity on 
topics or themes, not just people.

Used When

Use when you want to let users personalize the experience of 
your application to specific topics, themes, or people

Why

Content shared with followers on sites like Google+ and 
Pinterest makes the content curation community possible 
and users can choose to follow topics, events, themes or even 
people to get fresh content built by and around the channel 
being followed. For the same reason friend lists will become an 
increasingly important UI design pattern, so will following..

How

Users can select items (objects) which they want to stay up to 
date with. The most common object to follow is other people 
(friends), but other popular objects are channels, artists, and 
interests. As a consequence of following, users can keep track of 
and receive updates from the objects follows. Typically, updates 
are shown in users’ Activity Streamer used to suggest new, 
related, and undiscovered objects similar to what is followed.
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UPDATES
STABILIZE FEATURES 
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BEFORE
Target currently has a variety of 
action button styles. 

The bevel styled button feel dated.

Button with same functionality have 
different styles.

After carefully analysing the various 
buttons I have normalized for the 
website, using the buttons used in 
the mobile application as a spring 
board on the next page.
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view cart

0 in your cart 0 in your cart

view cart

proceed to checkout view all gift cards print return label find us in store

added to listadded to registry added to list share

apply now

sign in sign in

search

add to cart

find in a store

find in a store

create an account create an account

checkout

add

remove

+ quick info

+ quick info

AFTER
The button have been normalized 
considering the brand colors the 
typefaces used and the iconography 
used on the website.

The button are divided as call to 
action button which have rounded 
corners that the website originally 
uses and other buttons which are 
rectangular.
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BEFORE

The login forms are look like they are 
too much work. And does not user 
best User experience practices.
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Login form has been updated to the using best UI practices to 
make the user experience better, and making it look easy with 
little visual clutter.

AFTER

The login forms are look like they are 
too much work. And does not user 
best User experience practices.
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The form fields us helper text to inform the user what is 
expected to be entered into fields to avoid erroneous entries.

AFTER

The login forms are look like they are 
too much work. And does not user 
best User experience practices.
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The helper text uses language which is friendly so the users can 
resonate to it. Hence, building a trust factor.

AFTER
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The payment process needs to be normalized. The input 
fields, labels need to have a proper structure for better user 
experience using best practices in UX.
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pickup details review & place order donebilling

save and continue

save and continue

Billing Information edit

Saloni Dangarwala
1660 Peachtree St. NW Apt. # 4215
Atlanta, Geogia 30309-2475

you will be able to review your order before it is final

How would you like to pay?

summarysummary

subtotal:      $2.99

estimated tax:     $0.24

your total:      $3.23

1 item(s)

save and continue

xxxx-xxxx-xxxx-xxxx
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Target has it’s own icon set for various functions like the cooker 
for recopies the email sign up icon etc. Considering that I felt 
it was important to personalize the social icon set since those 
are the only icons on the page which look different and not as a 
part of the icon set.

BEFORE
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SOCIAL ICON SET

These are the new social media icon set for target. There by 
connect the brands image to it social media presence and 
making it look visually cohesive.

AFTER
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The icons animate on hover but this is only section where this 
happens

My suggestions would be to make all the similar purpose icons 
have a standardize animate. If save a coupon animates in one 
section it should do so throughout.

STANDARDIZE

Animates Animates

Does not animate
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The application uses module tabs, normalzing the style of the 
tabs to make the layout across mediums consistent.
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overview label reviews shopping and returns

The application uses module tabs, normalizing the style of the 
tabs to make the layout across mediums consistent.
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PROPOSING NEW 
FEATURES
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NEED HELP?
CHAT WITH US

The introduction on chat feature in on the website is 
an immediate and personal way for helping customers 
out 24x7 with any concern which they might have with 
regards to not only package delivery, exchange and 
returns but also personalizing the experience. 

CHAT UI MODULE
For example, if the user was looking to buy a gift for 
a 3 yr old the chat assistant could help suggest you 
products which would be appropriate to your needs 
and information provided. It can also assist with thing 
like forgot password and payment related questions.

0 in your cart
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NEED HELP?
CHAT WITH US

start chat

Having trouble logging in?
Let us know if we can help you.

By joining the chat with Target you agree that we may co-browse
 in order to assist you. Enjoy!
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NEED HELP?
CHAT WITH US

start chat

Need advice?

We can help with any query 
regarding your online expe-
rience!

Type your question here
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The current home page is cluttered with coupons and 
promotion which is a good segway to get user who 
are found of discount but it turns away users who are 
looking to browse and see what target has to offer 
to them. A good way to get users involved in the 
various products that target has is by having feature 

FEATURE STORY HOMEPAGE
stories which keep changing seasonally, holidays or 
at time intervals like back to school, nutrition tips or 
valentines day. The home page can provide articles, 
blog, information related to various products, there by 
monetizes by selling a story. This increases the interest 
of users and makes them aware of the various thing 

0 in your cart
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The home page could also feature videos which 
could be how-to, or a DIY tutorial for a new product 
demonstration, video recipe, new look, make up tips 
etc. This UI design patter is called an Article list.

FEATURE STORY HOMEPAGE
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ARTICLE LIST

What

An article lists is a great means of communicating for 
inspiration. The user needs guidance in finding editorial content 
of interest, which hierarchical navigation alone does not 
accomplish. It allows the user to quickly scan a list of articles 
that appeals or is interesting to him or her. 

Used When

When you want to guide the user to content that appeals or is 
interesting to him or her.

Use when the content of your site that needs a device for 
navigation is of temporal nature such as a news article or 
a seasonal piece such as a story about summer fashion or 
Christmas cooking.

Do not use when the content you want to guide the user to is 
not suited to be presented as a story.

Why

On a website delivering editorial content, the article teaser is 
one of the most important design elements besides the design 
of the article itself. The article teaser is part of an article list, and 
its main purpose to lure visitors to keep on browsing.

How
Things to consider when designing an article list, to make 
everything a link, visual difference between headline and 
subheading and not showing comment count when there are 
none.
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Having social media presence is great but the user 
needs to know how would they gain from following 
target across various social mediums. Providing a 
social feed for allows the users too have a sneak peak 
at their activity directly from the homepage without 
having to go to the respective social media platform. 

LIVE SOCIAL FEED
The user can then decide if the content interests them 
and if they want to like follow and perform similar 
activities. As for the target itself it can be a good way 
for story telling if and when people hashtag about 
target on twitter, instagram etc.
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ADAPTABLE VIEW

What

You want to let the site’s presentation of content fit the specific 
needs of the user. You want to let the site’s presentation of 
content fit the specific needs of the user.

Used When

Use when a considerable part of your potential users has 
specific technical needs to how content is presented. Examples 
are mobile browsers, small screen resolutions, and monochrome 
monitors. Use when a considerable part of your potential users 
has specific needs to how content is presented due to physical 
impairment. Examples are colorblindness or poor vision.
Use when your users need to control font size but may not know 
how to use the browser’s built in font resizing settings.
Use when you want to give users the ability to switch between 
from a mobile version of a site to the full featured version. It is 
for instance not all iPhone users who actually like to use tailored 
iPhone versions of websites instead of the full-featured browser 
version.

Why

By providing a mechanism to present different views of content 
to the user, you can tailor usability and the experience you want 
to give your users to their specific needs.

How

Provide some sort of mechanism to switch or alter the default 
style of a page so that it fits the specific needs of the user.
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The page can be customized to the kind of user 
browsing the website, if the user is all about coupons 
and discounts the user can toggle between hide offers 
and show offers view. The view of hide offers would 
then consists of more informational stories to build a 
better customer relation by selling products through 

HIDE OFFERS
stories, expert advice, articles etc, suggested in the 
story feature previously.

hi
de

 o
ffe

rs 0 in your cart
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PRODUCT COMPARISON
What

The users need to compare similar products. It shows a matrix 
of products and features.

Used When

Shopping sites, company products, auctioning sites. The users 
have arrived at a product page or they have reached a list of 
products. Now they need to decide for the product or for similar 
products. Users may differ in what they consider important 
of a product. Users must be able to easily compare individual 
features of the product. Products may differ in attributes. 
version.

Why

The product/features matrix gives immediate overview and 
facilitates easy comparison. By only marking available features 
visual clutter is minimized. 

How

Show the features on the rows of the matrix and the products 
in the columns. If a feature is present, mark it. Otherwise don’t 
mark it. If the feature has specific interesting data for users, 
show the data instead of the mark. 
If there are many features, they can be grouped so that users 
can select which aspects they want to compare. When there are 
many products to compare, let users select which products they 
want compare. This can be done in one page when there are not 
so many products, otherwise it is done in two steps. .
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The website can offer a product comparison UI Design 
pattern for making decisions about which camera 
here in this case easy. It might not be used by every 
user but come very handy when a customer is torn 
between different devices or has price concerns and 
wants to compare the features of the more expensive 

PRODUCT COMPARISON
to the affordable one. This can not only be applied 
to electronics but to a variety of product categories 
accross the website. As for food items there could be 
comparison based on their nutrition value.

compare products compare products compare products


